
As the sunny weather fades away and
we dare to leave the garden to its own
devices, we start thinking and reading
about travel. The Geography of Hope:
A Tour of the World We Need (2007)
could be at the top of that reading list.
And you won’t have to leave your chair
to get warmed-up—heartwarmed, that
is. 

Soon after his daughter, Sloane, is
born, Calgary’s Chris Turner starts to
think seriously about things

sustainable. Determined to see if there is any hope left for
humankind, he starts on a world tour of the good news
destinations, one place leading to another.

This is travel writing as it never was before. Young, upbeat,
imaginative and lyrical, Turner tuned his eyes and ears to many
examples of sustainable places, worldwide. His evocative
journey, looking at infrastructure and landscapes, and talking
to ingenious locals, is as mesmerizing to us as the Victorian
travel writers were to a public eager for new sights and ideas.
This time it’s not about shooting big game and conquering
wilderness, or shenanigans in Venice, but about anatomizing
how we will all get along and have a good life on an overcrowded
planet that’s getting warmer too fast.

His compendium of distant places ranges over all the
continents, his description of locations and events is vivid, his
record of the natives’ words is masterful, his grasp of many
subjects and how they connect is eye-popping. He delves into
the past to show us how things came to be, not for quaintness’
sake but to show us how it’s been done before—it’s oh-so-doable.
He creates a meticulous Baedeker of a possible world which will
fill you with desire for these exotic places.

He calls the places he visits the renewable energy
archipelago, although they are not islands in the usual sense and
may be continents apart; he hopes we will join these dots to
cover the globe as fast as we can. 

He does start on islands, Danish ones that are energy self-
sufficient. He recounts the hilarious tale of how this came to be—
from winning a national competition (or not) to having free-beer

public meetings.
Government action, like Germany’s feed-in electricity tariffs,

has ocasionally provided impetus for great strides in energy,
housing, and urban design. In Germany’s case it has had
unforeseen, spectacular results, leading to Germany’s current
prosperity and resilience in Europe, and world leadership in
renewable energy industries.

But oftentimes, in places that have taken sustainability on
board wholeheartedly and with success, he talks with key
people, corporate and individual, who have the ‘rational
exuberance’ necessary to catalyze extraordinary achievements. 

Geography of Hopegradually compiles a cast of big names:
Rocky Mountain Institute’s Amory Lovins, Earthship’s Mike
Reynolds, Grameen Bank’s Muhammad Yunus,
InterfaceFLOR’s Ray Anderson, Cradle To Cradle’s Bill
McDonough—he visits them all. And there’s quite the list of
places: Colorado, Hyderabad, Findhorn, Thailand, Montreal,
Chandigarh, Singapore, Freiburg, Taos. Likewise, he visits them
all.

He’s hell on wheels on the environmentalists. A bit mean, I
thought. After all, the environmental movement served a
monumental purpose in cluing us in to all this. But Turner is
impatient and he says it’s time for an entirely new attitude to get
this urgent job done. If our governments are acting like the bad
guys, for whatever reason, it’s the corporate sector’s good guys
who can get the dots connected.

His nimble mind moves like electricity connecting one thing
to another—unbelievable, except that his research is impeccable.
You believe and have hope.

Not only is Turner a good researcher, he’s a good writer;
pacy, pushing convention, slipping cinematically from style to
style, making complex ideas easy to grasp, making fuzzy phrases
clear. Above all he is a storyteller but not a mystery writer. He
uses an unusual paragraphing technique of setting up one place
before leaving the last; you don’t have to puzzle but you want to
read forward.

The jolt is that, as we breathe, these great things are going
on. How can we not know this? And if we do, how can we
continue with our lives as they are, when in the same moment
such splendid things are taking place? 
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He anatomizes the attractions in each destination and comes
to a startling conclusion: a key factor in willingness to grasp
sustainable opportunities is community. The Gulf Islands, as we
know, have community in spades. We do lots. What more can
we do? Let’s get cracking! 

Baby girl Sloane learned to walk and talk on Turner’s tour of
hope. Her first word was ‘Wazzat?’ Turner filled in the names of
the amazing sustainable projects they were visiting. Her next
words were, ‘Oh, go see!’ That’s just how I feel.

Just like those worthy Victorians, travel reading will change
your worldview. And the way Chris Turner tells a story, you will
be happy to do so and inspired to bring those distant places
home. 0
Chris Turner has written a sequel to Geography of Hope
(Vintage Canada, $22). He has added the experience of the
2008 banking crash to his thinking and gelled a cogent
analysis of how to create the big change needed to put
humankind on a sustainable track. The new book is The Leap:
How to Survive & Thrive In The Sustainable Economy, Vintage,
$21.

Meanwhile Chris Turner is the Green Party candidate for
Calgary Centre in the upcoming federal by-election, which
should have us on the edges of our seats, or on the bus to help
make it happen.0 
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